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Let us visit our children enslaved at MEK Camps
Families from Arak Province sent letters to the Prime Minister of Albania
Dear Mr. Prime Minister,
As suffered mothers, we ask you to allow us travel to your country and
visit our beloved children after long years.
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Albania is a democratic country and defends human rights. So why do you
prevent us from visiting our children who are kept in MEK Camp in your
country.
Sincerely,
My name is Montaha Zahraei. My son Mostafa Ghaedi has been captivated for 35 years at MKO.
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During all these 35 years my son has had no contact, not even in a letter. I
wish to see my son after 35 years.
My name is Aghdas Bandi. My son Hamidreza Noori has been captivated
at MKO for 30 years now. The time MKO was in Iraq, I traveled there
several times, asking to meet my son. Unfortunately, the cult leaders didn’t allow me to visit my son.

My name is Fatemeh Rezaei. My son, whose name is Hassan Rezaei, has
been a captivated at MKO camps for 36 years.

MEK HOSTAGES IN ALBANIA NEED HELP
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36 years passed with no contact, not even a letter. I miss my son so much.
I lung to hug him once more.
My name is Soltan Golrizan. I had lost my mother when I was a child. As
the oldest sibling, I have raised my brother Abbas Golrizan all by my self.
My brother Abbas Golrizan has been captivated by the MKO for the past
30 years now. I am worried about him and have no news regarding his
physical well-being.
My name is Mahin Habibi. My daughter, whose name is Parvane Rabiee
Abbasi, has been a captive at MKO for 25 years. She has not been allowed
to have any contact with me. I also have no contact information of her.
As a mother, I miss my daughter and wish to see her after all these years
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WHAT A TERRORIST I AM , WORKING 14 HOURS A DAY AS A
WAITER!
Gjergji Thanasi interviews
Hadi Sani Khani,
Ashraf News, Tiranan, Albania,
26 October 2020:

ated with the MEK. With a payment, he helped me to get to
Turkey. He promised me that if I
went to Iraq and stayed there
for two months, he would send
me to any European country I
wanted. Unfortunately, when I
went to Iraq, I did not end up in

pm!
GT – Why do you have to work
so hard? Don’t the mullahs of
Tehran pay you a hefty salary?
HSK – But I would be stupid to
work so hard if Tehran gave me
money to live in
Albania!
GT – You are still
young, do you
have plans to marry an Albanian
woman and start a
family in Albania?
HSK – Albanian
women are wonderful. I would be
happy to fall in love
and marry an Albanian woman, but I
do not have documents, passport,
etc. On the other
side, I do not even
have much money
to be able to support my future

Gjergji

Thanasi

interviews

Hadi Sani Khani, 39 years old

Europe but in the MEK’s Camp
Ashraf and then in Camp Liberty
near Baghdad.

and formerly a member of
MEK for 15 years.
GT – How did you get involved with the MEK?
HSK – My neighbour in Iran
was a human trafficker associ-

GT – Are you an Iranian spy and
a terrorist?
HSK – If I were a spy or a paid
terrorist from Iran, I would not
work in this cafe, where you are
interviewing me, from 6 am to 9

wife.
Indeed, I have seen that here in
Tirana, the municipality puts an
identification tag on the ears of
street dogs. Only we poor Iranians, who have left the terrorist
Rajavi cult, do not have documents, do not have an identity
card, etc. I pray to God that one
day we too will have identifica-
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tion and travel documents.
GT – What family do you
have in Iran?
HSK – Mum, Dad, four sisters
and a brother.
GT – How many nieces and
nephews do you have?
HSK – So far seven, whose faces I saw on the phone only
after I escaped from the Rajavi
camp. I did not even know
that I had become an uncle!
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EHSAN BIDI IN ALBANIA AFTER
MARYAM RAJAVI’S PLOTS TO ELIMINATE HIM FAIL
Ashraf News, October 24 2020:
A former member and defector from the MEK, Ehsan Bedi, posted a video clip of him dancing from his detention centre in Albania after the organization’s efforts to deport him from Albania to
Greece failed.
The video, which Bedi posted on his official Facebook account,
showed him dancing in the refugee shelter in Karak, after the
MEK failed to kill Ehssan Bedi or deport him to Greece.

GT – Are you here in Tirana to
commit terrorism, that is, to
kill or injure members of the
MEK who are in Camp Ashraf?
HSK – No, never. I cannot
even kill my enemy, let alone
kill my friends in the Manza
camp, with whom I ate bread
and drank water together. No
never!
Postscript. This
interview would
not have been
possible without
the help of the
anti-Rajavi dissident Mr Gholam
Mirzai, who translated the answers
of the gentlemen
interviewed
above from Farsi
into English.
Gjergji Thanasi

Sorayya Abdollahi, Feraq Society, October 19 2020:
Sander Lleshaj Interior Minister must protect former MEK member in Albania

We know that the internal situation of the Rajavi Cult is very bad
and a large number of members want to separate, and the officials of the organization are trying to make the situation outside
the MEK camp in Albania unsafe so that no one dares to leave.
In the past, Maryam Rajavi had conspired against Mr. Ehsan Bidi
many times and tried to silence him, but she did not succeed.
She has not given up her efforts against Mr. Bidi and continues
her conspiracies, including giving false information to the police.

Apparently, Mr. Ehsan Bidi has been transferred to an unknown
location by the police.
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WHY THE MEK ENDEAVOUR TRUMP RE-ELECTION
Nejat Society,
October 31 2020:

Once advocating the antiAmerican
anti-imperialism
stance of their early leaders and
then designated as a terrorist organization by the US State Department, the Mujahedin Khalq
Organization (the MKO/ MEK/
PMOI/ Cult of Rajavi) is now
pretending to be a friend of the

US government! The group’s UTurn to serve the US has been
its main policy during the past
decades, particularly after the
collapse of the group’s long time
sponsor Saddam Hussein in
2003.

However, not all parts of the US
government are favourites of
the MEK. As far as an admin-

istration is a hawkish one, with
stricter policies against the government in Tehran, it is favourable for the MEK leaders. Thus,
Trump and his warmonger
team must be the MEK’s best
friends in the US administration. Therefore, it is worth it for
MEK to support Trump for the
next term.

nation. Although, the MEK
may not be known to most
American politicians, the
propaganda activities of the
group sometimes has been
very crucial in manipulating
warmongers.

The love affair of the MEK with
US warmongers is not limited
to the paid speeches of politicians like John Bolton and Rudy
Giuliani in the MEK-run events
in France, Albania and the United States. Mr. President himself has supported the MEK’s
campaign against the Iranian

ed that Trump retweeted fake
news made by an anti-Iran
hardliner who does not exist.
He revealed the MEK-made
fake persona in tweeter under
the name of Heshmat Alavi.
“This is not and has never
been a real person,” Hussain
stated. [1]

It was a huge disclosure in the
mass media when Murtaza
Hussain of the Intercept port-
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WHY THE MEK ENDEAVOUR TRUMP RE-ELECTION
The moves by Trump –even
unintentionally— seems to be
in favor of the MEK. In September, Al Monitor stated that
the US President’s appointee
to the Supreme Court, “Amy
Coney Barrett was part of a
legal team that represented
the National Council of Resistance of Iran, which had
previously been designated by
the United States as a terrorist
organization”. [2] Dr. Djene
Bajalan, a historian of the Middle East talked to the American Michael Brook’s show
about Amy Coney Barrett’s
relationship with the MEK.
“Amy Barrett’s work has been
to advocate on behalf of the
Mujahedin Khalq, the MEK
which is s a terrorist organization by any standards,” he
said. Calling the MEK as “crazy
people”, he suggests that
these crazy people can run
their agenda among the US
republicans because they
have money. “They pay people big box to give speech and
things like that,” he said. [3]
Therefore, it sounds expectable to find the MEK running
campaigns making efforts to
aid Trump win the elections.
The MEK has actually its own
usual techniques in misinformation campaigns in the media. The US Director of Intelligence John Ratcliffe an-

nounced on Politico, on October 21 that, “Iran is behind
threatening pro-Trump emails
to U.S. voters”. [4] Juan Cole
who is specialized in Middle
Eastern and South Asian history and a critic of the MEK’s
cult-like violent record, suggests that Ratcliffe’s words are
“brain dead thing” and that
the spoofed emails can be part
of the MEK’s PR mechanism.
He clarifies: “Now, could the
spoofed emails have come
from accounts in Iran? Sure.
The
People’s
Jihadis
(Mojahedin-e Khalq or MEK,
MKO), sometimes listed as a
terrorist group by the US
State Department, wants to
overthrow the Islamic Republic, is active inside Iran and
could easily set the government up in this way. Or I’m
sure that Saudi or other antiIran government hackers
could route the emails
through an Iranian server or
spoof an Iranian internet service provider. But, really,
guys, intelligence analysis isn’t just tracing an ISP. You
have to know geopolitics to
know if something is plausible.” [5]
What is significant in the MEKWarmongers relationship is
that all sides of the alliance do
not care about Iranian people.
The proof of that is the sup-

port of US hardliners for the
MEK which is a hated entity
among the Iranians.

By Mazda Parsi
References:
[1] Hussain, Murtaza, An Iranian Activist Wrote Dozens
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POW’S AND MUJAHEDIN-E KHALQ FROM IRAQ TO ALBANIA
Nejat Society,
October 10 2020:
“Cult Members never laugh.
They don’t have humor. Humor is a human thing. They
don’t have any natural creative ability to be funny just like
AI.” Lauren Pritchard
The quote seems so familiar to
those who were involved with
the Mujahedin Khalq Organization (The MKO/ MEK/ PMOI/
Cult of Rajavi). Just a few days
ago, a former member of the
group told BBC Persian that
“laughing was forbidden in the
MEK”.

cruited by the MEK in 1989
and shortly after, he realized
the bizarre conditions inside
the group. “I was in the MEK
for 12 years and I envied the
Iraqi prisons thousands of
times,” he tells Jiar Gol.
Why did he envy the violent
and deficient life of war prisoners’ camps of Iraq?
His answer is revealing: “In
Iraqi prison, we went through

try to form the members’ minds
as robots with Artificial Intelligence. However, most human
beings instinctively resist coercion so leaders’ endeavors result in opposite, as the communist states experienced it in
the Soviet Union and the Eastern Block.
Under the rule of communism,
people used to indicate their
protest by making jokes and cartoons of their political and social
problems. It was kind of under-

I was in the MEK for 12 years
and I envied the Iraqi prisons
thousands of times
The BBC report titled “Prison in
Prison” was published on September 20. The BBC reporter
Jiar Gol covered the fate of the
Iranian soldiers who were taken as POW by Iraqi forces and
then were recruited by the
MEK. He interviewed two defectors who left the MEK after
years of imprisonment in Iraqi
jails and then in the MEK
camps.
Edward Tromado was one of
the interviewees. He, as any
army soldier, was taken as a
war prisoner in the early days
of the Iran-Iraq war. Edward
spent 9 years in Iraqi prisons,
according to BBC. He was re-

all pressures, restrictions and
violence with jokes and laughter but in the MEK, laughter
was totally forbidden, you
were never allowed to laugh.
If two people talked to each
other, they would be told,
“you have Mahfel”. (Mahfel is
a Persian word referring to a
group of people gathering together)
Leaders of the cults make
efforts to manipulate the
minds of their followers; they

ground literature for the citizens
of these countries who were
deprived from freedom of expression. In the MEK, this underground literature is called Mahfel.
In a dictatorship, joke and laughter is a media in the hands of
people all over the society. Actually, the dictatorship turns into a machine that produces
comedy; their economic theories and their suppressive sys-
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MEK HOSTAGES IN ALBANIA NEED HELP
In the absence of freedom of
speech and unbiased journalism and media, jokes reflect
the real reaction of the society
to the system. The clandestine
jokes or Mahfels –in the MEKnot only help cult members
maintain their social relations
in the closed ideological structure of the cult but also preserve happiness in the community of the cult and ultimately prevents members
from getting brainwashed by
the system.

The leaders of the Mujahedin
Khalq need to prohibit anything that causes hilarity
among members in order to
keep them in the cult-like
structure of the group. These
mind-manipulated individuals,
with demolished creativity
simply obey the absolute
power of Massoud and Maryam Rajavi. Under the rule of
the leaders they may deny
every human feeling and emotion in their inner selves. They
may even show up in front of
the cameras of the MEK’s TV
channel to deny their love for
their family but what is really
going on in the covert layers
of human relations in the
group (ie in the Mahfels) is
more important. Mind of a
human being is the freest
place in the whole world.
Mazda Parsi

October 10 2020:
Dr. Olsi Jazexhi talks to families of Akbar Khosravi, Mohammadreza Farajipoor and Bahman Mohammadnejad. They are soldiers of the Mojaheden el Halk (Mujahedin-e Khalq, aka MEK,
MKO, NCRI, Saddam’s Private Army)organization, an ex-terrorist
organization which is hosted in Albania. Their leader, Maryam
Rajavi and the MEK command do not allow their members to
contact their families. They are kept in total isolation, brainwashed and radicalized to hate and want to do jihad against Iran.
The Albanian government which supports and hosts MEK supports the tyrannical rule of #MaryamRajavi and #MEK in the isolation that it does to its members However, their families want to
meet their loved ones, deradicalize them and make them go back
home. In the following video Jaafar Khosravi wants to convey a
message to his jihadi brother Akbar Khosravi who is kept in the
MEK camp in Albania. Alireza Farajipoor, Dokhtar Farajipoor and
Farangis Farajipoor want to convey a message to Mohammadreza Farajipoor who is also a jihadi soldier kept by Maryam Rajavi
gang in the Manza Camp of MEK.
Mohammadreza
Mohammadnejad
and Zahra Torabi
want also to convey
a message to their
brother
Bahman
Mohammednejad
who is also held by
Maryam Rajavi in
the Manza jihadi camp of MEK. The Mojahedin organization
which hates this video and family members of its soldiers is going
to accuse and attack the host of this video Dr. Olsi Jazexhi of psychological torture against ‘the freedom fighters’ which Maryam
Rajavi keeps in Albania, ready to do jihad and terrorism against
Iran. However Olsi who is not afraid of MEK – #NCRI threats,
blackmails and character assassinations campaigns interviews
these Iranian families who want to convey messages to their
family members who are being kept as hostages, radicalized and
cult slaves by Maryam Rajavi jihadi gang in Albania.
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About Nejat Society
Nejat Society was founded by some for mer
members of the Rajavi cult to release their friends
who are still mentally and physically captive inside
the Cult, and assisting their suffering families waiting for them in Iran.
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THE MEK AND CHILDREN – HANIF BALI
Nejat Society, October 02 2020:
Hanif moved between eight different families until he turned 18
He has been a member of Sweden Parliament since 2010 but he
was born in Kermanshah, Iran in 1987. Three years later in Camp
Ashraf, his Mujahed parents left him in the hands of the agents of
the Mujahedin Khalq Organization (the MKO, MEK, PMOI, Cult of
Rajavi) to take Hanif to Europe together with hundreds of other children of the MEK members.
Hanif is a successful Swedish citizen now because he is one of those few lucky MEK children who was
not returned to Camp Ashraf, Iraq, to receive military training. However, in an interview with Manoto
TV in 2016, he recounted heartbreaking stories of his childhood as an orphan in a foreign country. This
is what he said about his biological parents: “Mothers were allowed to call their children only once a
year. My father has called me only twice in my entire life.”
Today, you can find out a few new details of Hanif’s challenging childhood among his diverse parents
and families. On May 2017, he wrote a short caption for a photo of himself by the side of his biological
father on his Instagram account: “I met my biological father at 13:30. I do not think DNA test is necessary” (referring to their high resemblance).
Another significant photo shows baby Hanif next to another man. The clarifying caption explains his
controversial life far from his biological parents:
“In my entire childhood, I had a lot of fathers. Father is not always biologic or the one who you lived
with more or the one who was kinder or more violent than others. Sometimes your dad can be the one
who you had the most challenging relationship with but he was the same person who you knew profoundly and loved the most. I have portraits of several fathers in my mind but I had only one dad. I
miss him every day.”

